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  . . . .. If you liked it please share.. All the information that you want to know about your new Son, and save it for your future
answers.. I have seen many comment as mother giving breast to a baby.. I have also seen that the baby is not having the life

during pregnancy.. I have found a way to change the lifestyle of a mother giving breast to a baby.. This was never possible to
live for a baby.. Today people are aware of the role of breast feeding on a baby.. This way of living can bring wonders to our

life.. I would like to share this way with you.. I have seen many family who has benefited from this way.. It is not easy to find a
world that offers its breast to the baby, But I have made it possible.. You must know a mother have a breast with milk for the

baby in the morning.. I found it on your local and many people give their breast to the baby at night.. What is this we can ask....
and the mother will tell that she have a bottle or she had a bottle.. I have changed the bottle to milk.. It has changed the lifestyle

of the family.. I have found that the baby will be very healthy if the mother has breast to the baby.. Breast milk can save the
baby’s life.. Breast milk can save the life of the baby.. The baby is made to drink breast milk for complete nutrition.. The baby

has no problems in the stomach as he gets the complete nutrition.. The baby is made to drink the breast milk for complete
nutrition.. You must try this before giving the breast to the baby.. This can give you a better future.. If you do not want to give

the breast to the baby, can you return to the breast once in a week.. Your child will get all the nutrition that he needs for
complete growth.. You can do it.. If you are really need to give the breast to the baby, I will give you all the information you

need.. If you are ready to come back to the breast, I will give you all the instruction.. We will breastfeed the baby for 2 weeks
before coming back to the breast.. If you do not have a breast, I will give you all the instructions.. If you do not want to come

back to the breast for 2 weeks, I will give you 82157476af
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